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Accessories
Installation instructions
This document highlights the installation of optional accessories only!
Steps of standard Installation instructions must be strictly followed!

Safety lanyard

cable and swivels provided by customer
A

Follow Installation instructions’s steps until luminaire installed to pole arm and tightened!

2xM10

No lubricant or TIKAL Tef-Gel only
5
22 Nm

B

+1
-1

Release and remove pin from swivel!
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C

Install swivel to lantern and tighten pin!
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F

H

Release and remove other pin from
swivel!

E

Loop-through safety lanyard around pole arm!
Pass the smaller thimble through the larger one,
to form a choke on the pole arm!

G

Pass the swivel pin through smaller
thimble and tighten!

Lock both swivel pins in place by threading locking
(mousing) wire through the hole in the head of the swivel pin and wrapping it around one of the arms of the
swivel! Make sure both swivel pins are locked to the
swivel with mousing wire!

Slide the choked end of the lanyard back along the pole arm away from lantern until there
is no slack! Strap the lanyard to the pole arm in 2 positions using cable ties! If not supplied,
please ensure that UV resistant cable ties are used!
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